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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Clustering is one of the important technical approaches in data mining, which is widely used in
knowledge discovery and machine learning. Some existing clustering methods mainly focus on either
the distribution density of elements or the similarity of the morphology formed by elements in the
data set, while lacks of the analysis of the intrinsic characteristics of the data. On the basis of the
reasonable kernel of K-means clustering algorithm, a new clustering method is proposed in this paper
and named as the K-regression clustering to realize the regression clustering. This new clustering
method is based on the correlation of different components within the data set. Using this method, the
data set is divided into several categories, and the data from the same subset obey a identical linear
regression, while there are significant differences between any two different linear regression
equations from different data subsets. Simulation results verify the rationality and validity of the Kregression clustering method.
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INTRODUCTION
The so-called clustering is essentially a process of dividing a
collection of samples, data, or objects into several different
subsets with a particular or multiple similar features.In other
words, the purpose of clustering is to divide the objects into
severaldifferent subsets, and the objects within each subset
have the same characteristics as possible, while there are
significant differences between any two different subsets.As
one of the unsupervised learning methods, clustering analysis
has been widely concerned in machine learning theory and
applications. And it has formed a series of practical methods,
such as the distance-basedclustering (He et al., 2007; Pelleg
and Moore, 2000), fuzzy information-basedclustering (Ayed et
al., 2014), density-based clustering (Ester et al., 1996; Nagpal
et al., 2011), genetic rules-basedclustering (Safaris et al.,
2002), neural networks-based clustering (Xu et al., 2015),
clustering based on maximum likelihood functions as well as
on the maximum posteriori estimation, clustering based on
statistical models (Karypis et al., 1999; Chen Lifei et al., 2010;
Hai, 2016), grid-based clustering, random sampling-based
clustering, and hierarchical clustering of large-scale data from
complex structures system (Zhao et al., 2014). Clustering
analysis has been widely used in many different fields such as
medicine, statistics, biology, management science and so on,
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which provides an effective technical means to simplify the
technical difficulty of object analysis, distinguishing the
difference of different objects and mining the knowledge of
data sets. Comprehensive review of the existing clustering
methods tell us that almost all of the existed methods on
clustering data mainly stay in the external correlation between
different objects in datacollection, such as the distance between
different objects, density distribution, similar shape etc.
Obviously, these methods are far from enough to deal with
difficult clustering problems in the actual engineering field as
well as in daily life, it will encounter a large number of objects
whose similarity or differences come from the internal
correlation of the structure. For example, the originalregression
relationship came from the inter-correlationbetween the
heightofchildren and parents. Supposing the acquisition of a
large number of sample set is
S= {(h si , hif , him ) | i  1,2,3,, N }
where （hsi , hfi , him ) isthe ternary array composed by child’s
height、father’s height and mother’s height of the
ithfamily.The existing biostatistical studies had revealed that
the child’s height can be described by the duality linear
regression equation of the father’s height and the mother’s
height

h si  a  b  h fi  c  h im  ε i
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However, for different regions, different times or different
populations, the coefficients of the regression equations that
characterize the height change are usually not the same.
Obviously, for the sample data set from different regions,
different times, or different populations, whether to use the Kmeans method, density-based clustering or to use other
methods to cluster data set above is defective. A more
reasonable clustering approach should be based on the inherent
relationship between the heights of the ternary array
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（ h si , hif , him ) to divide the data set. Similar problems will also

squares Rss j :

occur in a wide range of areas such as medical treatment,
chemical process, management engineering, disaster analysis
and so on. In view of this problem, based on the reasonable
kernel ofK-means clustering algorithm, this paper proposes a
K-regression clustering method. This method inspects whether
the sample data in the subsets is subject to the same regression
equation and whether there is a significant difference between
the regression equations of different subsets to achieve the
regression clustering of the sample data.
Design of K-regression Clustering Algorithm
It is known that S （
{ Xk Rm, yk R) | k 1,, n}is a sample
data set with several different structural relationships and
X k  （ x k ,1 ,  , x k , m ) is the independent variable, and there
may be a linear correlation between the dependent variable
ywith the independent variable. In particular, the sample set S
may be consisted of K different parts
K

S  Sj

…………………………………………… (1)

j1

Suppose that the dependent variables yand independent
variables X R m in the sample subset S j satisfy the linear
regression model

y j  a 1, j x 1j    a m , j x mj  ε j

……………………. (2)

where，the superscript j indicates that the sample is from the
set S j , ε j represents the zero mean random error component in
the jth-regression model.
The basic idea of K-regression clustering is to discriminate
each data in sample set S into the most suitablesubset S j . For
each

specific

subset S j  {（ X ji , y ji ) | i  1,  , k j } ,

the

model (2) can be embodied as

y ji  a 1, ji x 1ji    a m , ji x mji  ε j

…………………. (3)

It is not difficult to verify that the least squares unbiased
estimation

̂
θ j of the model coefficients shown in Eq. (3)and

theresidual sum of squaresRsscan be given by Eq. (4)
aˆ j  ( X j X j ) 1 X j Y j
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Based on these series assumptions, the essence of K-regression
is to find such a partition approach forthe sample set
S  S1    S K ,which is two minimize theresidual sum of
K

S1    S K  arg min { Y jτ ( I  X j ( X τj X j ) 1 X τj ) Y j }
S1 S K

…….. (5)

j1

It’s difficult to solvethe Eq. (5) because the number of sample
points in each subset of the division S  S1    S K is
unknown and uncertain.And,it is also unknown and uncertain
that which subset will be designated for each point in the data
set S. Based on the reasonable kernel of K-means clustering
algorithm, this paper establishes a method which is simple and
easy to implement.
K-regression clustering algorithm
Setting the initial estimation value of K fitting coefficients

ˆ
ˆ
{θ1( 0 ) , , θ (K0 ) } ,the absolute residual will be calculatedforeach

point（X k，y k） S away to the K-order regression hyper-planes
or the regression lines. Taking the minimum as the label
fordata point（ X k， y k） S andcompleting the classification
markings for all points in set S, the fitting coefficients are
recalculated according to Eq.(3), and the sum of squares of the
fitting residuals is calculated according to Eq. (4). Finally,
calculating the ratio R of the current squared sum of the fitting
residuals to the last fitted residuals RSS,the iteration is
calculated until R is close to 1. The K-regression algorithm
stated above may changes the mark of the sample pointbased
on the absolute value of the fitting residual. Specifically, by
each iterative calculation, the absolute value of the difference
between the variance measurement of each sample point and
the fitting value of the K regression equations is calculated, and
the sample pointsare classified into different subsets with the
smallest residual absolute value. According to the idea of Kmeans clustering algorithm,the K-regression clustering
calculation is carried out by setting the K fitted initial

ˆ

ˆ

coefficientsvector {θ1( 0 ) , , θ (K0 ) } . The specific calculation
process is shown in Fig 1. In the process of actual calculation,
the initial estimation value of the coefficient vector can be set
withthe scatter plot of the data in combination with the data
processing experience. It is also possible to simply divide the
sample data into K equivalents, and give the estimated value of
the fit coefficient for each set using Eq. (4).
Simulation Results Analysis
Using the linear regression model y  a  bx  ε ε ~ N（0, σ2）,we
set four set of different parameters（a 1 , b1 , σ1 )  (24,1.3,1) ,
, a 3 , b3 , σ3 )  (12,1.2,1.2)
（a 2 , b 2 , σ 2 )  (-6,-1.1,1) （

…………………. (4)



。
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and

（a 4 , b 4 , σ 4 )  (-12,0.9,1.2) , and generate four groups data,
while each group has 41 simulation data, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. The process of K-regression clustering
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Fig. 2. The scatter plot of the raw data
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c lus te rin g re s ults , ite r a tio n ti m e s= 3
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Fig. 3. Regression ClusteringLinear Graph
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Fig. 4. Results of the Model Coefficients Clustering

As shown in Fig.3, it’s the clustering result by using the kregression clustering algorithm. It can be obviouslyseen from
Fig. 3 that the sample data of the four regression models with
different coefficients are accurately clustered. In the process of
regression clustering, the initial value of the coefficients in
theiterative processistheK-regression clustering with 30%
offsetof the true coefficients of the model. The model
coefficients after clustering better overcome the influence of
the initial deviation and regress to the vicinity of the real value,
as shown in Fig.4. Comprehensivelyanalyzing Fig.2-4, it can
be confirmed that the K-regression clustering algorithm
established in this paper can effectively achieve regression
clusteringfrom different sample sets with linear dependencies
among multivariable variables.Thealgorithm can find out the
same or similar regression relationship, and effectively separate
the different regression relationship.
Conclusion
Clustering is an important part of in-depth analysis of data sets
and accurate discovery intrinsic characteristics of data, which
has attracted much attention in the field of data mining and
knowledge discovery. Based on the reasonable kernel of Kmeans clustering algorithm, this paper proposesa new

clustering method(K-regression clustering) to find the
correlation of different components within the data,which
implements data clustering based on regression relation. After
clustering, the data in the same class obey the same linear
regression, while there are significant differences between
different classes in the linear regression equations. In this
paper, we use Monte Carlo simulation to verify the rationality
and validity of K-regression clustering method. It can be
expected that the K-regression clustering method will have
practical value in medical, chemical, management engineering
and disaster analysis, and so on.
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